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Strange Baryon Spectroscopy
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Proposal Reports 
 
PR12-19-001 
 
 
Scientific Rating: N/A 
Recommendation: C2 
 
Title: “Strange Hadron Spectroscopy with a Secondary KL Beam in Hall D” 
 
Spokespersons: M. Amaryan (contact), M. Bashkanov, S. Dobbs, J. Ritman, J. Stevens, I. Strakovsky 
 
Motivation: The spectroscopy of strange baryons and mesons, including their fundamental strong interactions, 
is the focus of this proposal. New and unique data can be obtained with an intense KL beam aimed at a 
hydrogen/deuterium target, using the GlueX apparatus to detect final state particles. 
 
Measurement and Feasibility: The most significant technical aspect of this proposal is the addition of a Compact 
Photon Source (CPS) in the beamline leading into Hall D, which will have significant attendant cost and will 
impose an estimated six months changeover time for alternate running of GlueX. It is also important to be sure 
that GlueX can handle the background rates from neutrons and other beam-induced contaminants. It seems quite 
feasible that the GlueX detector can manage to detect the final state particles with enough particle discrimination 
to meet the spectroscopy needs.  
 
Issues:  Several points of discussion concerned the PAC. A) the missing mass technique to replace the direct 
proton detection at very low values of |t| was only presented in the open session and the details of the underlying 
simulations should be clarified; B) a realistic simulation including beam backgrounds is to be presented with 
details to be spelled out and documented thoroughly; C) A realistic project management plan needs to be 
developed to realize the experiment; D) The analysis and extraction of key physics parameters requires theory 
guidance, which is now included within the group of proposing authors and makes use of JPAC.  
 
This facility will add a new physics reach to JLab, and the PAC is looking forward to see the idea being 
materialized, in conjunction with the plans for Hall D as spelled out in the white paper provided to us.  
 
Summary: The collaboration should return to the PAC with a well documented proposal.  Simulations addressing 
backgrounds and the low |t| region are necessary. Also, a well-formed plan is needed to build the beamline and 
prepare for data taking with GlueX. 
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Figure 14: Schematic view of Hall D beamline on the way e ! � ! KL. Electrons first hit
the tungsten radiator, then photons hit the Be target assembly, and finally, neutral kaons hit the
LH2/LD2 cryotarget. The main components are CPS, Be target assembly, beam plug, sweep mag-
net, and pair spectrometer. See the text for details.

and the LH2/LD2 target (located inside Hall D detector) was taken as 16 m in our calculations It
can be increased up to 20 m.

10.1.1 Compact Photon Source: Conceptual Design

An intense high-energy gamma source is a prerequisite for the production of the KL beam needed
for the new experiments described in this proposal. In 2014, Hall A Collaboration has been dis-
cussed a novel concept of a Compact Photon Source (CPS) [116]. It was developed for a Wide-
Angle Compton Experiment proposed to PAC43 [117]. Based on these ideas, we suggested (see
Ref. [118]) to use the new concept in this experiment. A possible practical implementation ad-
justed to the parameters and limitations of the available infrastructure is discussed below. The
vertical cut of the CPS model design, and the horizontal plane view of the present Tagger vault
area with CPS installed are shown in Fig. 15.

The CPS design combines in a single properly shielded assembly all elements necessary for the
production of the intense photon beam, such that the overall dimensions of the setup are limited
and the operational radiation dose rates around it are acceptable. Compared to the alternative,
the proposed CPS solution presents several advantages: much lower radiation levels, both prompt
and post-operational due to the beam line elements’ radio-activation at the vault. The new de-
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Electron Beam Parameters

I = 5 µAEe = 12 GeV

Bunch spacing 64 ns

Confirmed by accelerator experts
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Compact Photon Source

Conceptual design is 
completed for Halls A&C

Figure 19: The CPS view.

proper local shielding is set around the dump. The presently installed dump is placed behind the
iron labyrinth walls, and is surrounded by a massive iron shielding, made of iron blocks available
at the time of construction. The standard GlueX setup is optimized for operations using very
thin radiators producing relatively low intensity photon beam such that the beam electrons losing
energy to photon production in the radiator may be detected and counted in the tagger hodoscope
counters. The present setup is not suitable for production of massively more intense photon beams
needed for the KL production, due to the expected overwhelming radiation and activation levels in
the vault.

The electron energy dumping starts on the side of the photon beam channel, so the shift of the
electron trajectory by just 1 – 3 mm is already sufficient for the start of the shower. At the same
time, such a deflection needs to be accomplished at a relatively short distance (much shorter than
the size of the radiation shielding) after the beam passes through the radiator to keep the source
really compact. The scheme of beam deflection to the absorber/dump is given on Fig. 20. The new
CPS device should be capable of taking the same beam power of 60 kW, using optimized shielding
made of high-Z material, which would make the necessary equivalent shielding compact, requiring
less total weight of the shielding. In the currently proposed CPS magnet, the radius is about 10 m
for 11 GeV electrons, the channel size is 0.3 cm, and the raster size is 0.2 cm, so the distancehas
an average value of 17 cm with a spread of 12 cm. A total field integral of 1000 kG-cm is adequate
for our case. It requires a 50 cm long iron dominated magnet.

The above concept of the combined magnet-dump allows us to reduce dramatically the magnet
aperture and length, as well as the weight of the radiation shield, due to the reduction of the
radiation leak though the openings and the short length of the source. This consideration opens
a practical way to CPS because it leads to a reduction of power deposition density in the copper
absorber.

The Compact Photon Source conceptual design has been established with extensive and realistic

33

Meets RadCon Radiation Requirements

The details of the CPS are designed 
by the CPS Collaboration
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Be Target Assembly: Conceptual Design

problem in the CPS internal dump, and thus make the available design suitable for this ex-
periment, without the need to increase size and weight.

10.1.3 Be Target Assembly: Conceptual Design

.
.

50 cm

70 cm

40 cm

100 cm

120 cm

76 cm

6 cm
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Be

Lead
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Air

Photons Kaons
Vacuum
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150 cm

Figure 20: Schematic view of the Be-target (KL production target) assembly. Concrete, borated
polyethylene, lead, tungsten, beryllium, vacuum beam pipe, and air shown by grey, pink, brown,
light blue, blue, violet, and white color, respectively. Beam goes from left to right.

A conceptual design of the Be target assembly for neutral kaon experiments to be used with the
GlueX experimental setup is given in Ref. [151] (See Appendix A4 (Sec. 16) for further details
of elements of the Be-target assembly). The schematic view of the Be-target assembly is given in
Fig. 20. For the target material, we selected beryllium because at the same radiation length it has
higher number of atoms compared to other materials with the large atomic masses. This justifies
the choice of beryllium as a KL production target as it was done at SLAC [93] and NINA [91].
Then the beam tungsten plug of a 0.10 m thick (30% R.L.) is connected to the beryllium (Fig. 20).

Elements of the Be-target assembly are presented in Table 6 (Appendix A4 (Sec. 16)). The weight
of the Be-target assembly is 14.5 ton. Changeover from the photon to KL beamline and from
the KL beamline to photon needs to be further evaluated and in the most conservative scenario
may take approximately 6 months or less. This maximal break period may fit the current CEBAF
Accelerator schedule. It has to be mentioned that the collimator cave has enough space (with the
4.52 m width) for the Be-target assembly to remain far enough from the beamline.

Water cooling would be required around the beryllium and tungsten plug. Cooling water is avail-
able in the experimental hall that can be used to dissipate 6 kW of power delivered by the photon
beam.

10.1.4 KL Flux Monitor

An accurate determination of the KL beam flux is necessary to maximize the physics impact of
the resulting data. To reach an accuracy of <5% in the determination of the flux, we plan to

35
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build a dedicated FM. This will provide a significant improvement over the typical 10% accu-
racy achievable from normalization of the data to previously measured reactions, for instance, for
KLp ! KSp [90]. The operation of a KL flux monitor could employ the regeneration of KL ! KS

and detection of ⇡+
⇡
� pairs in Pair Spectrometer as done at Daresbury (see Ref. [92] and refer-

ences therein). However, this technique affects the quality of the resulting KL beam. Therefore, a
more effective choice for the FM at JLab would utilize in-flight decays of the KL.

Y

Z
pair spectrometer magnet

1 deg track

5 deg track

magnet 50 cm inner diameter backward tracker

1202cm to LH2/LD2 target

150 cm 100 cm 100 cm

beam pipe

7cm diameter

110 cm

50 cm

full assembly ~100cm outer diameter

forward tracker

796cm to LH2/LD2 target

Flux Monitor

46 cm

40 cm endcap

frontcap

Air

vacuum

Figure 21: Schematic view of the Flux Monitor setup.

The KL has four dominant decay modes [2]:

1. KL ! ⇡
+
⇡
�
⇡
0
, BR = 12.54± 0.05%.

2. KL ! ⇡
0
⇡
0
⇡
0
, BR = 19.52± 0.12%.

3. KL ! ⇡
±
e
⌥
⌫e, BR = 40.55± 0.11%.

4. KL ! ⇡
±
µ
⌥
⌫µ, BR = 27.04± 0.07%.

All KL decay modes with two charged particles in the final state (1,3,4) can be used for flux
determination, with the simplest one being KL ! ⇡

+
⇡
�
⇡
0, where both charged particles have the

same mass.

To account for various possible acceptance effects during KL beam propagation from the Be-
target, we plan to measure the KL flux upstream of the GlueX detector, utilizing the Hall D Pair
Spectrometer [142] as shielding against KL which have decayed further upstream.

The FM design proposed and described in this section will measure a small fraction of decayed
KL’s, concentrating on the portion decaying within a distance of 2 m downstream of the Pair
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Figure 25: KL-momentum spectra originating from all sources simulated using the Pythia gener-
ator [151] for the kaons reached cryotarget (red) and decayed within the Flux Monitor acceptance
(blue).
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Figure 26: The Flux Monitor missing mass resolution (All charged particles in all decay channels
are assumed to have mass of pion). Left panel: based on ToF system. Right panel: based on
magnetic system.

To be measured by the FM, both charged particles from the kaon decay need to be incident within
the FM acceptance. Taking into account the different branching ratios, we expect to reconstruct
the following number of KL from various decay channels (see Fig. 24, left). One can quantify the
expected rate in terms of the achievable statistical error within a one day measurement (see Fig. 24,
right).

For the kaon beam momenta range appropriate for the hyperon program a 1% statistical error of
the KL flux determination is achievable in less than a day.

38

Reconstructed KL mass

Flux measurement stat. err. <1%

Estimated syst. err. ~5%
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KL Beam Flux

Figure 25: KL and neutron momentum spectra on the cryogenic target. Left panel: The rate of KL

(red) and neutrons (blue) on the LH2/LD2 cryogenic target of Hall D as a function of their generated
momentum, with a total rate of 1⇥ 10

4
KL/s and 6⇥ 10

4
n/s. Kaon calculations were performed

using Pythia generator [152] while neutron calculations were performed using the MCNP transport
code [159]. Right panel: Experimental data from SLAC measurements using a 16 GeV/c electron
beam from Ref. [93]. The rate of KL (red filled circles) and neutrons (black filled squares) is
shown.

with the rest originating from hyperon decays. The number of K0 exceeds the number of
K0 by 30% points according to this generator for our conditions.

To estimate the expected rate of KLs at the LH2/LD2 cryogenic target, we used the condi-
tions listed in Tables 1 and 2 which results in a beam flux of about 1⇥ 104 KL/s from all
production mechanisms at the cryogenic target (Fig. 25). We simulated the KL and neutron
production from 12-GeV electrons under these conditions for the GlueX KL Facility and the
results (Fig. 25 (left)) are in reasonable agreement with the KL spectrum measured by SLAC
at 16 GeV (Fig. 25 (right)).

2. KL Beam Background: Muons, Neutrons, and Gammas
Background radiation conditions are one of the most important parameters of the KL beam
for the JLab GlueX KL Facility [158].

(a) Muon Background
Following Keller [160], our Geant4 [161] simulations included Bethe-Heitler muon
background from the Be-production target and photon dump at CPS, both background
into the detector and muon dose rate outside Hall D. Most of the muons are produced
in the photon dump. Our calculations show that muons will be swept out of the KL

beamline; thus, they are not inherently a significant background. However, due to

40

JLab 12 GeV

SLAC 16 GeV

N(KL)JLAB

N(KL)SLAC
⇠ 103N(KL)/sec ⇠ 104
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10.2 LH2/LD2 Cryogenic Target for Neutral Kaon Beam at Hall D

The proposed experiment will utilize the existing GlueX liquid hydrogen cryogenic target (Fig. 34)
modified to accept a larger diameter target cell [169]. The GlueX target is comprised of a kapton
cell containing liquid hydrogen at a temperature and pressure of about 20 K and 19 psia, respec-
tively The 100 ml cell is filled through a pair of 1.5 m long stainless steel tubes (fill and return)
connected to a small container where hydrogen gas is condensed from two room-temperature stor-
age tanks. This condenser is cooled by a pulse tube refrigerator with a base temperature of 3 K and
cooling power of about 20 W at 20 K. A 100 W temperature controller regulates the condenser at
18 K.

Figure 34: The GlueX liquid hydrogen target.

The entire target assembly is contained within an “L"-shaped stainless steel and aluminum vacuum
chamber with a Rohacell extension surrounding the target cell. The ST for the GlueX experiment
fits snugly over this extension. The vacuum chamber, along with the hydrogen storage tanks, gas
handling system, and control electronics, is mounted on a custom-built beamline cart for easy
insertion into the Hall D solenoid. A compact I/O system monitors and controls the performance
of the target, while hardware interlocks on the target temperature and pressure and on the chamber
vacuum ensure the system’s safety and integrity. The target can be cooled from room temperature
and filled with liquid hydrogen in about 5 hours. For empty target runs, the liquid can be boiled
from the cell in about 20 minutes (the cell remains filled with cold hydrogen gas), and then refilled
with liquid in about 40 minutes.

The GlueX cell (Fig. 35) is closely modeled on those utilized at Hall B for more than a decade and
is a horizontal, tapered cylinder about 0.38 m long with a mean diameter of 0.02 m. The cell walls
are 130 µm kapton glued to an aluminum base. A ?0.02 m reentrant beam window defines the
length of LH2/LD2 in the beam to be about 0.30 m. Both entrance and exit windows on the cell
are 75 µm kapton. In normal operation, the cell, the condenser, and the pipes between them are all
filled with liquid hydrogen. In this manner, the liquid can be subcooled a few degrees below the
vapor pressure curve, greatly suppressing bubble formation in the cell. In total, about 0.4 liter of
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Figure 35: Left: Kapton target cell for the GlueX LH2/LD2 cryogenic target. Right: Conceptual
design for a larger target cell for the proposed KL beam at Hall D experiment.

LH2 is condensed from the storage tanks, and the system is engineered to recover this quantity of
hydrogen safely back into the tanks during a sudden loss of insulating vacuum, with a maximum
allowed cell pressure of 49 psia [170].

A conceptual design for the neutral kaon beam target is also shown in Fig. 35. The proposed
target cell has a ?0.06 m and a 0.40 m length from entrance to exit windows, corresponding
to a volume of about 1.1 liter, which will require filling the existing tanks on the target cart to
about 50 psia. The collaboration will work with the JLab Target Group to investigate alternative
materials and construction techniques to increase the strength of the cell. As an example, the LH2

target cell recently developed for Hall A is ?0.063 m, 0.18 m long and has a wall thickness of
approximately 0.2 mm. The cell is machined from a high-strength aluminum alloy, AL7075-T6,
and has a maximum allowed pressure of about 100 psia. It is expected that minor modifications
to the cryogenic target’s piping systems will also be required to satisfy the increased volume of
condensed hydrogen.

The proposed system is expected to work equally well with liquid deuterium, which condenses at
a slightly higher temperature than hydrogen (23.3 K versus 20.3 K at atmospheric pressure). The
expansion ratio of LD2 is 13% higher, which implies a storage pressure of about 60 psia. Therefore,
the new target cell must be engineered and constructed to work with both LH2 and LD2.

11 Running Condition

11.1 Event Identification, Reconstruction, Acceptances

The KL beam is generated by sampling the momentum distribution of KL particles coming from
the decays of � mesons produced by interactions of a photon beam with a beryllium target 24 m
upstream of the LH2/LD2 cryogenic target. The KL beam profile was simulated to be uniform
within a ?0.06 m at the LH2/LD2 cryogenic target. The expected KL beam nonuniformity is
below 2%, beam divergence < 0.15

� (see Table 1). Due to the very strong t-dependence in the �

photoproduction cross section [171] and the P -wave origin of the � ! KLKS decay, the majority
of kaons will be produced at very small angles. In the simulation studies discussed in this section,
we assume a flux of 1⇥ 10

4
KL/s on a 0.40 m long LH2 target for a beamtime of 100 PAC days.
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KL beam momentum, respectively. The TOF resolution is flat for momenta higher than 1 GeV/c.
The momentum resolution decreases with momentum: for 1 GeV/c it is ⇠1.4% and for 2 GeV/c it
is ⇠5%. Figure 22 shows that for W < 2.1 GeV, �W < 30 MeV, which is suitable for studying
low-lying hyperons with widths of � = 30 – 50 MeV [2]. For fully reconstructed final states W can
be reconstructed directly, which provides a better resolution in the region where the TOF method
deteriorates, W > 2.1 GeV (see green dashed curve in Fig. 22).

Figure 22: Energy resolution, �W/W , as a function of energy, for 300 ps (black), 150 ps (green),
100 ps (red), and 50 ps (blue) time resolution. Green dashed line shows approximate W resolution
from reconstruction of final-state particles. Shaded area corresponds to typical hyperon width.

10.1.6 GlueX Detector Time Resolution

The KL beam momentum and time resolution is governed by the time resolution provided by the
GLUEX detector from the reconstruction of charged particles produced in the LH2/LD2 target.
There are three detector systems that can provide precision timing information for reconstructed
charged particles in GLUEX: the Start Counter (ST), Barrel Calorimeter (BCAL), and Time of
Flight (TOF) detectors. The aforementioned detectors, and the charged particle time resolutions
they provide, are discussed in this section.

The GLUEX Start Counter is a cylindrical plastic scintillator detector surrounding the LH2/LD2

target, with 3 mm thick scintillator bars and a tapered nose region that bends toward the beamline
at the downstream end. The scintillation light from each of the 30 scintillator bars is detected
by an array of 4, 3 ⇥ 3 mm2 Hamamatsu S10931-050P surface mount silicon photomultipliers
(SiPMs) [134]. The time resolution of the ST was determined to be 250 ps during the 2016 and
2017 GLUEX run periods, as shown in Fig. 23, and thus provided adequate separation of the
250 MHz photon beam bunch structure delivered to Hall D during that time. This performance
was achieved using the recommended operating gain and bias voltages supplied by Hamamatsu
to provide both the FADC 250 analog signals and precision F1TDC discriminator signals used
in the GLUEX reconstruction. For the KL program we propose to increase the gain of the ST
SiPMs, thereby increasing the number of detected photoelectrons, as well as modify the pulse-
shape processing electronics. Similar gain and readout electronic customization were implemented

35
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Figure 59: Feynman diagram of the production mechanism of the reaction KLp ! K
⇤0
(892)p !

K
+
⇡
�
p at low �t.

Figure 60: Amplitude (left) and phase-shift (right) from K
�
p ! K

+
⇡
�
n reaction in LASS Spec-

trometer. The red dots represent the data and the black solid line represents the fit to the amplitude.

Figure 61: Left panel: The K
+
⇡
� invariant mass from Ref. [199] (Figure 3). Right panel: The

expected number of events after 100 days runs.
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improvement in K
⇤(892) statistics in comparison to previously collected data [188,191,192,

194–196].

3. Impact on P -Wave Phase-Shift Study
The pion exchange in the hadro-production mechanism of K⇤0(892) occurs mostly at low
�t, thus we can have access to the amplitude scattering of K0

⇡
0 ! K

+
⇡
�, as illustrated

in Fig. 14. Using the resolutions and efficiencies from our simulations, we can estimate the
improvement that can be made on the scattering amplitude analysis of K⇡ ! K⇡. The
range of �t that will be used in this comparison will be [0.14, 0.2] GeV2 to ensure that the t

efficiency is uniform. The efficiency of this t range selection is ✏⇡ = 17.85 %. The expected
number of events in this case is 2 · 106.

Figure 58: Amplitude (left) and phase-shift (right) from K
�
p ! K

+
⇡
�
n reaction in LASS Spec-

trometer. The red dots represent the data and the black solid line represents the fit to the amplitude.

Figure 59: Left panel: The K
+
⇡
� invariant mass from Ref. [198] (Figure 3). Right panel: The

expected number of events after 100 days runs.

The study of the K⇡ P -wave phase-shift is mainly used to extract the vector form factor
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Figure 58: Amplitude (left) and phase-shift (right) from K
�
p ! K

+
⇡
�
n reaction in LASS Spec-

trometer. The red dots represent the data and the black solid line represents the fit to the amplitude.
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expected number of events after 100 days runs.
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�, as illustrated

in Fig. 14. Using the resolutions and efficiencies from our simulations, we can estimate the
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range of �t that will be used in this comparison will be [0.14, 0.2] GeV2 to ensure that the t

efficiency is uniform. The efficiency of this t range selection is ✏⇡ = 17.85 %. The expected
number of events in this case is 2 · 106.

Figure 58: Amplitude (left) and phase-shift (right) from K
�
p ! K

+
⇡
�
n reaction in LASS Spec-

trometer. The red dots represent the data and the black solid line represents the fit to the amplitude.

Figure 59: Left panel: The K
+
⇡
� invariant mass from Ref. [198] (Figure 3). Right panel: The

expected number of events after 100 days runs.
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Missing mass of Kplus and pin
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Proton reconstructed via missing mass
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Two orders of magnitude higher statistics with KLF 
plus down to the threshold of M(K-pi)!
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SLAC Data

KLF
(100 days)

Projected Measurements

Figure 63: Left panel: Expected distribution of the K
+
⇡
� invariant mass below 1.6 GeV from

KLF after 100 days of run. The dark magenta function represents the K
+
⇡
�
P -wave, light brown

the S-wave and green the D-wave. The dashed line represents the threshold of K⇡ invariant mass
in LASS results [136]. Right panel: Zoomed-in view of K+

⇡
� invariant mass below 0.85 GeV

where the pole of  is expected to exist.

Figure 64: Left panel: Plot produced by the authors of Ref. [124]. Data from LASS results [136,
138]. The upper panel shows the 1/2 isospin S-wave K⇡ amplitude, whereas the lower one shows
the phase-shift, which were measured independently. The continuous line is the unconstrained fit
from Pelaez and Rodas dispersion relation study [124], whose uncertainties are covered by the gray
band. For comparison, the red line represent the fit the amplitude of LASS scaled by the expected
KLF production during 100 days of run, whose corresponding uncertainties are delimited by the
red band. Reft panel: is the zoom of the left plot.
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Amplitude

Phase shift

S1/2 (GeV)

I=3/2+1/2         S-wave
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100 days of running

Width and Mass  of  (800)

Figure 64: Present situation of the determinations of the  pole. The figure is from Ref. [20, 126]
but we have added as a red point with uncertainties, the simulation of the pole position that would
be obtained by means of a Roy-Steiner analysis when fitting to the amplitude and phase-shift of
LASS, but scaled by the precision that will produced by KLF experiment after 100 days of run.
This calculation also include estimates of systematic effects. Note that the other points are either
predictions [22] or illustrative models that may have additional systematic uncertainties due to
their model dependence, like Breit-Wigner determinations.
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Measurement with KLF will reduce:
Uncertainty in the mass by factor of two
Uncertainty in the width by factor of five!
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Figure 28: Left panel: Cross section of K�
p ! K

+
⇡
�
n as a function of the invariant mass from

LASS results [122]. The blue line is the fit to the cross section using composite model containing
two RBW, spin-1 and spin-2, and S-wave LASS parameterization. Right panel: Expected distribu-
tion of the K

+
⇡
� invariant mass below 1.6 GeV from KLF after 100 days of run. The dark blue

function represents the K+
⇡
�
P -wave, light brown the S-wave and green the D-wave. The dashed

line represents the threshold of K⇡ invariant mass in LASS results [122].

resulting model from the fit to LASS amplitude is used to simulate the distribution of the invariant
mass of K+

⇡
�
P -wave with KLF.

7.3.2 K⇡ S-Wave and Kappa Investigation

S-wave and D-wave Production in KLp ! K
+
⇡
�
p

The K⇡ S-wave scattering, below 2 GeV, has two possible isospin channels. The 1/2 isospin
S-wave contains two resonances,  and K

⇤
0(1430), both of them are not well defined. In 3/2 S-

wave no resonance is found. So far, the available data used to study the dynamics of the S-wave
are LASS data [122, 124]. The K⇡ P -wave and D-wave are well defined with one resonance
K

⇤(892) as vector meson and one resonance K
⇤
2(1430) as tensor meson. The simulation of the

reaction KLp ! K
⇤0(892)p ! K

+
⇡
�
p in KLF can be used to estimate the total production

rate of the different K⇡ waves. Fig. 28 (left panel) shows the fit to the cross section of LASS
results. We expect NS = 3.5⇥ 106 events, after 100 days KFL-run, for the S-wave production and
ND = 1.2⇥ 106 for the D-wave. The total 100 days production statistics for the K

+
⇡
� system is

expected to be ⇡ 7 ⇥ 106 events for the S, P , and D-waves combined. This production includes
1/2 and 3/2 isospin and represent about 50 times the dataset collected by LASS experiment [122].

Fig. 28 (right panel) shows the expected K
+
⇡
� invariant mass distribution produced by the reaction

KLp ! K
⇤0(892)p ! K

+
⇡
�
p in KLF.

It has to be noted that especially in the region below 0.75 GeV with the new data we expect to have
a dramatic improvement, not only due to the very high statistics, but also because LASS did not
provide any data below 0.75 GeV. These data are therefore very relevant for the extraction of the

40
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Evolution of Early Universe at Freeze-out
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Figure 1: Ratio µS/µB at leading order as a function of the temperature. The two curves are the
HRG model result obtained with the well-known states from the PDG2012 (full black line) and
Quark Model (dotted red line).

The lattice results for this observable are shown in Fig. 1, in comparison to the HRG model
results based on the well-established states from the PDG2012 (full, black line) and the
Quark Model (dotted, red line). The improvement due to the inclusion of the QM states
is evident. However, for other observables such as χS

4 /χ
S
2 and χus

11 , the agreement between
HRG model and lattice gets worse when the QM states are included (see the two panels of
Fig. 2).
By observing these plots we can already try to understand what the issue could be. The ratio
χS
4 /χ

S
2 is proportional to the average strangeness squared in the system. The fact that the

QM overestimates the data means that it either predicts too many multi-strange states or not
enough S = 1 states. Analogously, χus

11 measures the correlation between u and s quarks: it
is positive for baryons and negative for mesons. The fact that the QM overestimates the data
means that it either predicts too many strange baryons or not enough strange mesons.
In order to solve this ambiguity, we decided to look at each particle family separately, divid-
ing them according to their baryonic and strangeness content. In order to do so, we defined
the partial pressures for each family in the hadronic phase, according to the following equa-
tions [15]:

P (µ̂B, µ̂S) = P00 + P10 cosh(µ̂B) + P0|1| cosh(µ̂S)

+ P1|1| cosh(µ̂B − µ̂S)

+ P1|2| cosh(µ̂B − 2µ̂S)

+ P1|3| cosh(µ̂B − 3µ̂S) , (5)

where µ̂i = µi/T , and the indexes are PB|S|.
Our results are shown in Fig. 3. The first five panels show the contributions of strange
mesons, non-strange baryons and baryons with |S| = 1, 2, 3 respectively. All lattice results
are continuum-extrapolated, with the exception of the strange mesons, for which the finite-
Nt lattice data do not scale. The last panel shows the relative contribution of the single
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Chemical Potential

YSTAR2016 Proceedings arXiv:
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We are here: 1µs After the Big Bang



KL2016   
[60 people from 10 countries, 30 talks]   https://www.jlab.org/conferences/kl2016/
           OC: M. Amaryan, E. Chudakov, C. Meyer, M. Pennington, J. Ritman, & I. Strakovsky

YSTAR2016 
[71 people from 11 countries, 27 talks] https://www.jlab.org/conferences/YSTAR2016/
           OC: M. Amaryan, E. Chudakov, K. Rajagopal, C. Ratti, J. Ritman, & I. Strakovsky

HIPS2017    
[43 people from 4 countries, 19 talks]     https://www.jlab.org/conferences/HIPS2017/
           OC: T. Horn, C. Keppel, C. Munoz-Camacho, & I. Strakovsky

PKI2018       
[48 people from 9 countries, 27 talks]    http://www.jlab.org/conferences/pki2018/
           OC: M. Amaryan, U.-G. Meissner, C. Meyer, J. Ritman, & I. Strakovsky

In total: 222 participants & 103 talks
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https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.jlab.org%2Fconferences%2Fpki2018%2F&data=01%7C01%7Cmamaryan%40odu.edu%7C9bec8a8cb9484b76790908d5b336bac2%7C48bf86e811a24b8a8cb368d8be2227f3%7C0&sdata=%2BVMIYdc%2FADlnntuWVV5smHchB%2FdT7bFwZ49JwOh0KPc%3D&reserved=0


Summary of K⇡ Scattering

-The KLF will have a very significant impact on our knowledg on 
scattering amplitudes K⇡

-It will certainly improve still conflictive determination 
of heavy K*’s  parameters

-It will help to settle the tension between 
phenomenological  determinations 

of scattering lengths from data versus ChPT and LQCD
-Finally, and very importantly, it will reduce by more than a factor of two the 

uncertainty in the mass determination of K*(800) 
and by

factor of five the uncertainty on its width

-It will help  to clarify debates of its existence, and therefore a long 
standing problem of existence of the scalar meson nonet 
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SUMMARY
-Proposed KL Facility has a unique capability to 

improve existing world database up to three 
orders of magnitude

-In Hyperon spectrsocopy 
PWA will allow to unravel and measure pole 

positions and widths of dozens of new excited 
hyperon states

-    -In Strange Meson Spectroscopy                  
PWA will allow  to measure excited K* states 

including  scalar        

The Flux Monitor will be a new device consisting of a superconducting solenoid and a 
detector system, all installed on the platform downstream of the Pair Spectrometer (PS) 
magnet. The plan is to keep the PS magnet off in order to extend the effective decay 
volume. A conceptual design has been presented. Achieving a few percent precision 
appears challenging. The detector should be able to separate well the 3 decays modes. 
The spectrum of the detected kaons will be different from the spectrum of the kaons 
reaching the target. On the technical side, connecting and operating another 
superconducting magnet will require considerable efforts. 

Summary:

Feasibility: The project appears to be technically feasible. The cost (without local labor) 
was estimated at about $6M (taking into account the recent CPS estimate), including 
about $1M for the Flux Monitor, which may become a foreign contribution. 

Interference with the photon beam program: Switchover between the KL and photon 
beam regimes may take about 6 months, mostly for removing/installing the equipment in 
the collimator cave, the Flux Monitor, and the beamline elements down to the Hall D 
solenoid, by the efforts from the Hall D technical group, as well as from outside groups 
as the surveyors. The schedule would depend on the work load of the outside groups.
Radiation safety: The CPS will be stationary, and thus not much different from other 
beam dumps.  The collimator cave will contain an activated target enclosure, which will 
be pushed to the side wall for the regular photon beam operations. The radiation levels in 
the halls and outside of the radiologically controlled area will be acceptable according to 
the calculations presented.   

From TAC Report


KLF Project will have a strong impact on 

           -Thermodynamics of an Early Universe
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SUMMA SUMMARUM

The KLF is a Great Project for

Strange Hadron Spectroscopy!



Thank you !


